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PH WITH MONEY
TO UPGRADE AFP
Gibo pushes agricultural production, scalable water system

FORMER Secretary Gilbert “Gibo” Teodoro of the
Department of National Defense said the country has so
much money now for military modernization under
the care of Philippine economic managers.
He said that during the
time of then President Gloria Arroyo when he was also
the defense chief, the Philippines’ dollar reserve was big.
Political analysts said
that had Teodoro won as
president to succeed Arroyo,
he could have also reduced
foreign and domestic debts.
Teodoro said that our
foreign debt ratio to Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) has
a complicated formula but
is one of the lowest in the
world.
“So, we have a low foreign debt compared to other countries, especially this
time that they need to reopen
the economy, amid Covid-19
pandemic,” Teodoro said.
He gave three examples.
In the Philippines, the ratio
of foreign debts to GDP is 55
percent. In the United States,
once the stimulus package
proposed by President Joe
Biden will be approved, 139
percent. Japan is 200 percent. Our neighbor Malaysia
is 68 percent. India is 89 per-

cent. That was before. “I think
it will go up now because they
will have to spend more since
they have to recover from this
Covid-19 pandemic that we
are facing.”
He said this cannot be
avoided and this is not a
problem. The problem he
can see now is not on where
to get vaccines but the refusal of the people to be vaccinated.
“I am urging all Filipinos
to be vaccinated. There must
be a wide public information
campaign that vaccination is
important to fully reopen the
economy,” Teodoro added.
In Cebu City, Mayor Edgardo C. Labella and Vice
Mayor Michael “Mike” Rama

By: BEBIE H. BAQUERO
are actively conducting vaccine awareness campaign.
“That is good. We support that nationwide. And
I congratulate all local and
national executives who educate our people about the
vaccination campaign,” said
Teodoro.
On the other hand, he
said that increasing food production in the agricultural
sector is one way of achieving
abundance amid Covid-19
pandemic.
“The people in the rural
areas are not following health
protocols like social distancing, hand washing, face mask,
among others. They should

first be vaccinated. Secondly,
the government has assistance to increase agricultural
productivity. There must be
regional balance in food production. Some provinces are
growing rice and corn, the
others are livestock. In the
Visayas are aquaculture and
other specialty agricultural
products. In Mindanao, there
is the world-renowned chocolate and other agricultural
produce.
So, there must be locally
targeted assistance to farmers. Thirdly, price stability
on food. The farmers must
have food prices of harvests
to increase their income. The
government must give assistance to farmers to stabilize

prices, he said.
If the prices are high
in the market and no middleman taking advantage,
the farmers’ income will increase. But food security may
decrease. So, there must be
a balance. The government
must give subsidies to farmers to stabilize prices especially now that we are facing
pandemic, Teodoro said.
Teodoro agreed that water is people’s right. The Local Government Units LGUs)
can be required to provide a
water system in their jurisdiction.
But he said the funding
mechanism is important to
LGUs which will provide water system.
“They may put it in the
risk reduction budget or give
prizes to LGUs which construct its own water system.
The water system will depend on water sources, size,
and passage of pipelines. So,
there may be LGU clusters.
Some LGUs are mountainous, and the consumers are
few and they cannot earn
from their water system.
Hence, we need to build a
scalable water system,” Teodoro said.
“But it is the right of all
people to have clean and potable water,” Teodoro added.
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Opposition should only
field one bet: Leni

VICE President Maria
Leonor “Leni” Robredo said
the opposition against the
political group of President
Rodrigo Duterte should field
only one candidate for President in 2022.
She said that the decision
is not easy but opined that
the opposition should come
out with only one candidate.
She said that she is a
neophyte politician who belongs to Liberal Party who
was almost decimated to the
ground after the 2016 elections due to a lot of migration
to the administration party.
She said that to have a
strong political influence,
there must be a united opposition whether she is the official candidate or some other person, subject to several
discussions by all opposition
groups.

Earlier, former senator
Antonio Trillanes IV said that
he may seek the presidency
if Robredo will not run. Robredo said many different
candidates for President will
ensure another six years of
the same kind of governance
that we experienced in the
past almost six years.
She said the first good
step is to unite the opposition in fielding candidates
from the national level to
the Local Government Units
(LGUs).
She said a lot of people
are urging her to decide already, but it’s not that easy
because the feasibility of a
presidential run is one of the
primary considerations.
That remains to be seen
in the next few months or
so, said Robredo. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

No case to be filed vs. Gwen: Dino
PRESIDENTIAL Assistant for the Visayas Michael
Lloyd “Mike” Dino has assured the Cebuanos that the
National Government will
not file a case against Governor Gwendolyn Garcia for allegedly violating the rules of
the Inter-Agency Task Force
(IATF).
Garcia has issued Executive Order (EO) No. 17 that
is allegedly incompatible to
IATF Resolution No. 114.
“I know for a fact that
there are no plans of filing a

case against the Governor,”
Dino said.
Dino sat in a meeting together with President Rodrigo Duterte, Executive Secretary Salvador Medialdea and
Senator Christopher “Bong”
Go discussing this issue last
week.
He said he personally
got confirmation from Interior Secretary Eduardo
M. Año, Justice Secretary
Menardo Guevarra and
Presidential
Spokesman
Harry Roque that they have

no intention of filing suit
against Garcia.
“In fact on Monday,
(May 31, 2021) Governor
Gwen and I will have an audience with President Duterte himself to present the
situation in Cebu: our current process and protocols,
as well as our best practices such as the Emergency
Operations Center (EOC),
Project Balik Buhay and
VVOC, to name a few. This
is to find a win-win situation
that would work for both the

National Government and
the Province of Cebu,” Dino
said.
While the National Government policies should be
complied with, the Office
of the Presidential Assistant for the Visayas (OPAV)
supports the Local Government Units (LGUs) in the
Visayas that have proven
its best practices in lowering COVID-19 cases in their
respective areas, reopening
their economy, and revitalizing tourism.

The goal is to alleviate the
plight of the Returning Overseas Filipinos (Balikbayans)
and Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) whose welfare
should be considered in deciding for health protocols
that should be pro-people,
pro-health and pro-economy, Dino said.
In hindsight, it is all
about striking a balance
between public health and
economy as we learn to live
with COVID-19. PR/ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

Marina briefs party-list on Filipino seafarers
MARINO
Party-List
Rep. Sandro Gonzales and
Rep. Macnell Lusotan were
briefed by the Maritime Industry Authority (MARINA) on the agency’s actions
on the European Maritime
Safety Agency (EMSA) report, MV Athens Bridge situation, and other matters
concerning Filipino Seafarers.
In a press release, Gonzales and Lusotan said that

the corrective actions undertaken by MARINA are
essential to ensure that Filipino seafarers are not prevented from deploying on
EU-flagged vessels.
They said passing the
EMSA audit and prioritizing seafarer vaccination are
the key strategies pushed
by MARINO to improve
employment numbers for
Filipino seafarers in the
face of the Covid-19 pan-

demic.
On the other hand,
Gonzales is thankful to
President Rodrigo Duterte
for expediting the vaccination of Filipino seafarers.
In his letter to the President last April 22, 2021,
Gonzales said that in reality, seafarers are mostly
transients in Metro Manila
while applying for employment. Thus, they are not
given priority by the Local

Government Units (LGUs)
in the National Capital Region (NCR) in their vaccination program.
Also, the MARINO Party-Lust has urged the government the inclusion of
subsidized training for seafarers and Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) in the
proposed Bayanihan 3 Bill.
In addition, the party-list also asked to include
the provisions mandating

relevant government agencies in partnership with
LGUs to provide entrepreneurship and skills training. This is on top of the
financial they can avail of,
with additional funding for
the DOLE-AKAP program
for the provision’s implementation. It also pushes
for free Covid-19 tests for
seafarers and OFWs going
in and out of the country.
PR/ELIAS O. BAQUERO
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Group conducts activities
backing Sara
THE group which initiated the “Run Sara Run 2022”
in Cebu headed by Businessman Winley S. Dela Fuente
has been conducting several
activities to support presidential daughter Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte Carpio.
Dela Fuente and his wife,
Katherine Basiga Dela Fuente
have organized the “Ordinaryong Lungsoranon sa Sugbo”
(OLS) as Sara’s faithful and
devoted volunteers in the Run
Sara Run in Cebu.
In a statement, the OLS
said they love this country,
hence, they volunteered to
support Sara for president in
2022 as they believe that she
can continue whatever projects his father, President Rodrigo Duterte has started and
still unfinished.
Winley, their acknowledged leader, backed up by
other small-time business-

ORDINARYONG LUNGSORANON SA SUGBO (OLS) IN ONE OF THEIR OUTREACH PROGRAMS.

men, are spending their own
resources (time, money and effort) to show their full and un-

wavering support to the Davao
City mayor whom they called
“Inday Sara” to succeed her fa-

ther as president.
“We truly believe that only
Inday Sara can lead this na-

tion towards the goals that is
set forth and has been started
by his father. As volunteers,
we do not expect anything in
return for what we are doing
now for Inday Sara,” Winley
said.
The OLS statement added
that they do not solicit monetary considerations whatsoever from the big businesses.
Winley has his own resources
more than enough to finance
their events such as their
own Community Outreach
Programs that they do every
weekend.
The outreach includes
the distribution of rice, fruits,
groceries, face masks and face
shields, and monetary support to some communities for
school projects.
“Our community outreach
program is now in its 12th run
and counting,” said the OLS
statement. ELIAS O. BAQUERO

BOC Cebu among 4 PGS Gold awardees
BUREAU of Customs in
Cebu was among the four
collection districts in the
country that were recognized
for their transformation
commitment and outstanding compliance to the Performance Governance System
(PGS)
The Bureau of Customs
cited the Port of Cebu for its
efforts to implement the PGS,
even exceeding beyond the
minimum requirements by
showcasing breakthroughs
at the unit or enterprise level.
This demonstrated th
Port’s progress towards
THE Department of Agriculture (DA) 7 was able to
produce 7,520 calves in 2020
through artificial insemination of 16,682 heads of cattle,
The inseminated animals
and their offsprings have
been validated and are being
monitored in the municipalities of Carmen, Tabuelan,
Tuburan, Barili, Dalaguete,
and the cities of Toledo and
Carcar.
The monitoring and validation were performed by the

transformation, therefore,
rightfully deserving to be
named among the gold collection district awardees.
The other gold collection
district awardees are: Manila
International Container Port
Ninoy Aquino International
Airport, and Port of Subic.
Customs Commissioner
Rey Leonardo B. Guevarra
together with PGS core team
head, Atty. Lourdes V. Mangaoang, and Office for Strategy Management (ODM) central unit head, Atty. Noemi A.
Garcia, presented the awards
to the recipients.

7,520 calves produced in CV thru AI
Unified National Artificial Insemination Program (UNAIP)
team under DA 7’s Livestock
Program and Cebu Provincial
Veterinary Office.
DA 7 AI Coordinator Rudito Mumar said that the
monitoring and evaluation
also serve as a venue to solicit feedback from farmers and
encourage them to upgrade
the quality of their existing

cattle and carabaos through
artificial insemination (AI)
technology.
UNAIP is a program of
the DA that aims to increase
and upgrade the cattle and
carabao herd as well as the
dairy industry of the country.
Aside from monitoring, the
team gave vitamins, did deworming and ear tagging of
the AI offsprings.
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Oust Pacquiao?
Whether efforts to
oust PDP-Laban president and Senator Manny
Pacquiao from his party
position would succeed,
today’s PDP-Laban assembly in Cebu City only
shows one thing. Loyalists of President Rodrigo
Duterte, the party chairman, continue to maneuver against the Pacman.
Weekly Notes
These bully moves tell me Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
the Pacman no longer belongs to the Duterte camp. He is considered opposition.
But will this development make 1Sambayan reconsider
Pacquaio as an alternative to presidential daughter Davao City
Mayor Inday Sara Duterte-Carpio? I agree with the observation
of a Manila-based colleague. Pacquiao will split the Mindanao
vote. He has a more compelling story than Inday Sara. The senator has more national experience than the Davao mayor.
Nonetheless, one can never disregard the presidential
daughter. Note that the PDP-Laban assembly is timed during
the 43rd birthday of Inday Sara.
The senator as an opposition presidentiable, from my
vantage point, raises another political scenario. How about a
Pacman-Leni or a Leni-Pacman tandem? This pairing could
be a formidable opponent to a Sara for President with Bongbong Marcos as vice president. Pictures in social media of
Sara, BBM, and Sen. Imee Marcos after lunch over the weekend intrigued the country.
The opposition must counter the formidable north-south
alliance of the Marcoses and the Dutertes. Then consider the
strength of Cebu province with an unopposed Gov. Gwen
Garcia supporting Inday Sara. One can look back to 2004
when the camp of Fernando Poe Jr. had practically no strong
political organization in Cebu.
Aside from an inclusive coalition strategy and the selection of issues that incite the masses, the opposition must be
able to build an online infrastructure able to counter the DDS
online juggernaut.
There is speculation that with a presidential election in
2022, presidentiables opposing Inday Sara will most likely
support a candidate opposing Gwen. However, with only a
few months before the filing of certificate of candidacy in October 2021, no one has emerged as a possible opposition to
the governor.
As this develops, I am watching the moves of 1Sambayan
as June 12, 2021, approaches. The group has announced to
reveal who they will support as the lone opposition candidate
for president on this day.
Pacquiao is also set to fight the unbeaten Errol Spence
Jr. in Las Vegas this August. A Pacquiao victory will raise his
popularity to fever pitch just over a month before the filing of
his COC in October. Hmmm. Let us see.
(Emmanuel N. Mongaya is co-founder and director for strategic communications of PRWorks Inc. He is also a member
of the Political Officers League of the Philippines or POLPhil.
DM him @anol_cebu)
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Modernizing the AFP
There is much debate
whether President Rodrigo
R. Duterte has been too soft
or pursuing the correct path
in dealing with China in the
West Philippine Sea. However, the effort to modernize the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) remains
a strategic effort pursued by
the administration.
Nonetheless, credit must
be given to former defense
secretary Gilbert ‘Gibo’ Teodoro who initiated the modernization program more
than a decade ago.
Today, we can see the
progress in the modernization program. The Philippines can now boast of a few
modern warships, helicopters, and planes.

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

The AFP perspective
should not be counter insurgency. That is within the
jurisdiction of the Philippine National Police (PNP).
The AFP should only provide support. The main concern should be defense of
the country against foreign
threats.
While President Duterte follows an independent
foreign policy that involves
cultivating a friendly relationship with China, we cannot discount this neighbor’s
aggressive
encroachment
towards our territory in the
West Philippine Sea.
Of course, reliance on
military allies like the United
States counts. However, we
cannot be forever a miniscule

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Elias O. Baquero

Editor

VP-Finance

Keres H. Aviles

Bebie Hiñola Baquero

Writer

Marketing Manager

partner of these armed giants.
Then visionary defense
secretary Teodoro saw this
during the presidency of Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo. Yet,
the task is gargantuan.
For instance, China and
the United States have several aircraft carriers. We still
need to have one. China belligerently transformed several WPS islands into armed
fortresses. We barely begun
improving the airport in
Pag-asa island in the Spratly
group. We need more patrol
boats and planes to cover the
vast WPS territory.
Nevertheless, we already
covered a lot within the decade. The need now is further
intensify the modernization
efforts.
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Philippines resumes sending
migrant workers to Saudi Arabia
BIZBITS

Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Saudi Arabia is the Philippines’ top destination for
migrant labour, accounting
for a fifth of workers’ deployment in late 2019, according
to government data. The Philippines resumed deploying
workers to Saudi Arabia, a day
after suspending the practice
because of reports that Filipinos were being asked to pay
for Covid-19 quarantine and

insurance costs. The Saudi
government has ensured that
employers and recruitment
agencies will shoulder such
expenses upon arrival, Philippine Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello said in a statement
on Saturday. The Philippine
Overseas Employment Administration will grant clearances for all workers going
to the Middle East country,
he said. On Friday, almost
500 workers bound for Saudi Arabia were stopped from
flying out. Philippine Labor
Secretary apologized for the
inconvenience and momentary anguish that it may have
caused our overseas Filipino
workers. (Gulf Business)
oOo
Britain’s retail sector will
endure a “tsunami of closures” if the government does
not extend a moratorium on
aggressive debt enforcement,

industry lobby group the British Retail Consortium (BRC),
said on Sunday. Citing survey data, it said two thirds
of British retailers have been
told by landlords they will be
subject to legal measures to
recover unpaid rent from July
1 when the moratorium ends.
The pandemic has hammered
the sector and industry data
shows one in seven shops already lie empty. The BRC’s
survey found 80% of tenants
said some landlords have given them less than a year to pay
back rent arrears. Without
action, the end of the moratorium could see thousands
of shops close, said BRC chief
executive Helen Dickinson.
She called on the UK government to allow the rent arrears
built up during the pandemic to be ringfenced and the
moratorium on repayment
of these debts to be extended

to the end of the year. (Reuters)
oOo
Berlin-based Ada Health,
which has developed a doctor-in-your-pocket style app
that uses artificial intelligence
to try to diagnose symptoms,
has been backed by investment arms of South Korea’s
Samsung and German pharmaceutical giant Bayer. Ada
Health announced Thursday
it has raised a $90 million
funding round at an undisclosed valuation that brings
total investment in the company up to around $150 million. Bayer led the round
through its Leaps by Bayer
investment arm, while Samsung invested through the
Samsung Catalyst Fund, a
U.S.-based venture capital
fund that Samsung Electronics uses to back companies
worldwide. Samsung Elec-

tronics’ former chief strategy
officer and corporate president, Young Sohn, has joined
the board of Ada Health. The
patient starts by entering their
symptoms, and an AI chat bot
will ask a series of questions
to try to determine the issue.
After that, the app will present the patient with the conditions that are most likely to
be the cause and offers some
suggestions on what to do
next to address the issue. The
iOS and Android apps give
generic advice such as to see a
GP in the next three days. But
when patients interact with
Ada Health through a health
system that uses the app, they
can go straight into booking
an appointment and sharing
the outcome of their pre-assessment with a real doctor,
Nathrath said. (CNBC)
mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com

THE BATTLE OF MACTAN, always a public
holiday (except its 500th year)
Cebu Legal
Pedia

Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

For decades, April 27,
the Battle of Mactan has always been a public holiday.
The wisdom of its declaration
is to remind Cebuanos of the
great national importance of
the heroism of Lapulapu and
the people of Mactan. Ironically, during its 500th year,
the Palace, made it a “Special
Working Holiday,” a comedy,
applauded by political lick asses. Have we lost our Cebuano
pride and honor?
A nation must nurture its
sense of history and its child:
Pride and Honor, to its citizens. This is the key of making
a country strong.
In 1966, the first year of its
presidency, Marcos made the
following proclamation:

PROCLAMATION NO. 29
DECLARING WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1966, AS A SPECIAL
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
IN THE CITY OF LAPULAPU.
WHEREAS, Wednesday, April 27, 1966, marks the 445th anniversary of the Battle of Mactan where the Filipinos’ first battle
cry for freedom was sounded; and
WHEREAS, it behooves our people to keep a flame the ideals of
freedom and liberty for which Lapulapu fought and died;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FERDINAND E. MARCOS, President
of the Philippines, by virtue of the powers vested in me by law,
do hereby declare Wednesday, April 27, 1966, as a special public
holiday in the City of Lapulapu.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the Republic of the Philippines to be affixed.
Done in the City of Manila, this 23rd day of April, in the year of
Our Lord, nineteen hundred and sixty-six.
(Sgd.) FERDINAND E. MARCOS
By the President:
(Sgd.) RAFAEL M. SALAS
Executive Secretary
In 1970:
PROCLAMATION NO. 679
DECLARING MONDAY, APRIL 27, 1970, AS SPECIAL
HOLIDAY IN LAPU-LAPU CITY
WHEREAS, Monday, April 27, 1970, marks the 449th anniversary of the battle of Mactan, the first successful Filipino armed
resistance against foreign domination; and
WHEREAS, the people of Mactan, and Lapu-Lapu City, should
be given full opportunity to celebrate the day with appropriate
ceremonies;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, ALEJANDRO MELCHOR, Acting Executive Secretary, by order of His Excellency, FERDINAND E.
MARCOS, President of the Philippines, do hereby declare Mon-

day, April 27, 1970, as special public holiday in Lapu-Lapu City.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the Republic of the Philippines to be affixed.
Done in the City of Manila, this 14th day of April, nineteen hundred and seventy.
(Sgd.) ALEJANDRO MELCHOR
Executive Secretary
By the Executive Secretary:
(Sgd.) PONCIANO G.A. MATHAY
Acting Assistant Executive Secretary
In 1972:
PROCLAMATION NO. 993
DECLARING THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1972, AS LAPU-LAPU
DAY.
WHEREAS, Thursday, April 27, 1972, marked the 451st anniversary of the Battle of Mactan, the first successful Filipino
armed resistance against foreign domination; and
WHEREAS, the Filipino people should pay homage and get inspiration from the heroic acts of Lapu-Lapu who valiantly resisted the earliest attempt of foreigners to enslave our people;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, ALEJANDRO MELCHOR, Executive
Secretary, by order of His Excellency, FERDINAND E. MARCOS, President of the Philippines, do hereby declare April 27,
1972, as Lapu-Lapu Day throughout the Philippines and a special public holiday in Lapu-Lapu City.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the Republic of the Philippines to be affixed.
Done in the City of Manila, this 5th day of April, in the year of
Our Lord, nineteen hundred and seventy-two.
(SGD.) ALEJANDRO MELCHOR
Executive Secretary
By the Executive Secretary:
(SGD.) RONALDO B. ZAMORA
Acting Assistant Executive Secretary
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Gwen’s Gambit

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

Gov. Gwendolyn Garcia
stood firm on her stand favoring for the Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW) and
Returning Overseas Filipinos
(ROF) as she modified the Inter-Agency Task Force for the
Management of Emerging Infectous Diseases (IATF) protocol on the OFW and ROF.
She reasoned that a more relaxed protocol would augur
well to the economy of the
province.
The IATF viewed the ac-

tion of the Governor as a defiance of Imperial’s Manila
order. Hence, international
flights to Cebu were diverted
instead to Manila. The IATF
invoked the order that President Rodrigo Duterte signed.
The bone of conflict is
IATF Resolution No. 114, issued on May 6, 2021. It is a
guideline for inbound OFWs
and ROFs. Under said guidelines OFWs and ROFs will
undergo quarantine in an accredited facility for 10 days.
They will be swabbed on the
seventh day. However, they
will remain in the facility for
the whole 10 days even if they
test negative. They will spend
the remaining four days on
home quarantine.
Under the governor’s Executive Order 17 issued last
March 30, OFWs and ROFs
are tested for Covid-19 on arrival at the airport. They will
stay in a quarantine hotel for a
maximum of three days while
they await the result. If the result comes back negative, they
can go home but they will continue to complete the quaran-

tine at the receiving LGU.
The IATF restrictive resolution was in response to
the pandemic that is plaguing
India and recently Malaysia.
To arrest the spread, a stricter
protocol must be in place.
News emerged that Governor Garcia would be sued
for the defiance. This came
from Secretary Año who informed the governor. This was
followed by the Memorandum
transferring the international
flights. The development compelled to the Governor to meet
the president.
In their meeting with the
president on May 31, 2021,
Pres. Duterte ordered Health
Secretary Francisco Duque
III to study the Provincial
Government’s guidelines and
protocols on overseas Filipino
workers (OFWs) and returning overseas Filipinos (ROFs)
arriving at the Mactan-Cebu
International Airport (MCIA).
According to Gov. Gwen,
Duque has until Thursday,
June 3, to learn more about
the coronavirus disease 2019
(Covid-19) situation in Cebu

and how the Provincial Government has been managing
it.
In the end, the President
advised Secretary Duque to
study our procedure here and
see if this could possibly be a
good way or innovation that
could be adopted.
Garcia told Pres. Duterte
that Dr. Mary Jean Loreche,
chief pathologist and spokesperson of the Department of
Health (DOH) 7, explained
that it’s the nature of the virus
to mutate, which is why there
are variants.
“So, it’s not about totally
eradicating Covid. It is about
being able to manage and
contain it. We have shown
that these past 10 months,
the Province of Cebu continues to be on MGCQ (modified
general community quarantine). Let me repeat that. The
Province of Cebu for the past
10 months continued to be on
MGCQ status though we have
reopened tourism. We have
reopened economy and where
we become sensible on our requirements for those coming

from other parts of the country intending to visit Cebu,”
Garcia said.
Garcia said officials and
the public should understand
that the Covid-19 situation in
every local government unit
(LGU) differs. That is why the
approach and case management also differ.
In the meantime, Resolution 114 issued by the Inter-Agency Task Force for the
Management of Emerging
Infectious Diseases on May
6, which requires all arriving
travelers to the Philippines to
undergo a 14-day quarantine
upon arrival, stays.
Garcia hopes the officials
who will study Cebu’s policy
will consider the plight of the
OFWs and ROFs who just
want to be reunited with their
families.
We appreciate the bold
stand of the Governor. But
this is indeed a gambit as the
virus still poses a threat to the
province. She has to learn to
balance the economy and public health. Write us at carillogerry@yahoo.com.ph

Greening the Workplace:
Reimagine. Recreate. Restore

The Labor Front
Art Barrit

The theme for World Environment Day 2021 is “Ecosystem Restoration”. On June 5,
a Saturday will see the launch
of the United Nations (UN)
Decade on Ecosystem Restoration. It is putting ecosystem
restoration on a pedestal. Reimagine. Recreate. Restore.
Together the 3R’s form part
the theme for the WED 2021.
It is a day when the UN
seeks to focus the attention of
investors, businesses, governments, labor and workers and

communities on the urgency
of restoring the Earth’s ecosystems.
Ecology activist Stephen
Croall, in his book “Ecology for
Beginners”, aptly said, “trade
unions fight for better pay and
good working conditions but
what their members gain at
the workplace is often lost outside in a deteriorating environment”.
Time was when problems
affecting the health or life of a
worker was labelled occupational hazards. The world of
work then was narrowly viewed
as separate from what is perceived as the natural environment. While some distinctions
maybe established between occupational and environmental
issues, the fundamental similarities between the two should
prove to be more compelling.
Experiences have shown
that the effects of occupational dangers cannot be confined
within the premises of the
workplace thus, trade unions
and workers have a great role

to play for improving environmental protection and promoting sustainable development.
But when a labor union is
not addressing environmental issues in the workplace as
well as those relating to the
environment surrounding the
workplace as part of the workers’ “green agenda” then that
labor union is not true to its
mandate.
The struggle for safe and
decent workplaces cannot be
segregated from the fight to
protect the environment.
Bringing the issue at the
local scene. The Dolomite Mining Corporation (DMC) and
the Philippine Mining Service
Corporation (PMSC) are both
engaged in large-scale mining
operations of high-grade dolomitic limestone in barangay
Pugalo in the municipality of
Alcoy for the past forty years or
so ago.
It created employment to
the locality but likewise largely contributed and wrought
havoc to the terrestrial envi-

ronment and pollution of the
marine habitats.
Consequently, most of the
marginalized fishermen in the
coastal barangays adjacent to
the mining firm could no longer expect a good harvest in a
day’s fishing. Their daily catch
dwindled significantly for the
past several years.
A big contributory factor
on this is due to dolomite dust
outfall during processing and
loading of the fine ore to the
ships or vessels anchored at the
loading point via the open belt
conveyor. Due to wind flow the
fragments and particles naturally settles to the seafloor affecting marine life such as seagrasses and corals.
A survey conducted relative to the destruction of the
marine habitats of the coastal
barangays of the two municipalities by a marine biologist
from a local university together
with some divers has revealed
that indeed, massive deposits
of silt and sedimentations due
to dust outfall from the mining

operations have choked the
growth of corals and seagrasses.
Most of the corals have
been bleached because the sun
rays could no longer penetrate.
And so also with the seagrasses.
Early last year. The mining
firms were found out to have
violated some environmental
laws and lack of coordination
with the host municipality and
the Provincial Government
resulting in the issuance of a
cease-and-desist order (CDO)
Governor Gwendolyn Garcia
from extracting, processing
selling and transporting dolomite for the Manila Bay rehabilitation and beautification
project. But said CDO was lifted recently.
The effects of environmental hazards are experienced
globally but they are generated locally. “Think globally, act
locally”, is a message born of
environmental awareness and
remains a good basis for trade
union action.
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DTI provides business
name info to aid PACC

THE Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) officials
and employees participated in
the Project Kasangga: Tokhang Laban sa Korapsyon Anti-Corruption Manifesto Signing on the Pledge of Cooperation and Oath of Honesty.
DTI Secretary Ramon M.
Lopez said that the agency will
provide information of business names of employees and
officials under investigation
for graft and corruption
This will be DTI’s initial
contribution in its partnership
with the Presidential Anti-Corruption Commission (PACC).
The Project Kasangga Anti-Corruption Manifesto is an
initiative of the PACC led by
Commissioner Yvette C. Contacto and Chairman Greco B.
Belgica.
“We have already replied
to PACC’s first request and
will continuously cooperate

RAMON M. LOPEZ
DTI SECRETARY

YVETTE C. CONTACTO
PACC COMMISSIONER

GRECO B. BELGICA
PACC CHAIRMAN

on matters within the Department’s jurisdiction to ensure
public accountability and governance,” Lopez said.
As partner of PACC and all
government agencies to guarantee a corruption-free country, Lopez emphasized that
one of DTI’s values is Integrity.
“We do not tolerate corruption in any form, at any level.

We uphold the public’s interest over our own. We are vanguards of the people’s trust,
and stewards of government
resources. We are steadfast
and undivided in being honest,
fair, and impartial.”
DTI also provided instantaneous response to the
referrals of the Civil Service
Commission’s Contact Center

ng Bayan (CCB) to support anti-red tape measures.
Lopez admitted that DTI
is not spared from corruption
incidents, stating that these are
under investigation and pursued by an independent third
party where the office of the
secretary is not even a member.
He reminded DTI officials
and employees that “govern-

ment is not the place to enrich
oneself” because it is where
people serve the country. To
those who aim to become rich,
Lopez advised them to join the
private business sector instead.
As chairman of the Anti
Red Tape Authority, Lopez
said DTI commits to e-governance and digitalization/ automation of its different processes to limit face-to-face interaction, and to further speed
up our services.
DTI maintains its transparency and ensure that its
procurement and financial
processes abide in accordance
with applicable government
laws and regulations.
“Having a transparent,
corrupt-free
government
agency that is responsive to
the public’s needs is an integral part of our efforts to build
back better in the wake of
COVID-19,” said Lopez.

SEC wins 3G Award for Corporate Governance
THE Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
is this year’s recipient of the
Global Good Governance
(3G) Advocacy and Commitment to Corporate Governance Award.
Cambridge International
Financial Advisory based in
London recognized the SEC
for championing good governance in the Philippine corporate sector during the 6th
3G Annual Awards Ceremony held virtually on May 25
(Manila time).
“The SEC Philippines is
truly honored and elated to

receive the 3G Advocacy and
Commitment to Corporate
Governance Award,” SEC
chairperson Emilio Aquino
said, as he received the award
on behalf of the Commission.
Aquino said this recognition affirms the SEC Philippines’ resolve not only in creating a good corporate governance climate in the country
but also in promoting sustainable business practices
and stakeholder centricity
among its corporate constituencies.
“We have been and shall
remain to be a champion and

purveyor of good corporate
governance and sustainability,” he added.
The SEC has consistently
advanced corporate governance reforms through the
adoption of corporate governance codes, sustainability reporting guidelines, and
similar rules.
It also conducts forums
and dialogues with stakeholders to discuss corporate
governance issues within and
outside the country.
The Commission likewise actively participates in
global development initia-

tives as a member of international organizations such
as the International Organization of Securities Commissions, Asean Capital Markets
Forum, the Global Financial
Innovation Network, and the
International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators,
among others.
The SEC has also received the ISAR Honors from
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in 2019 for instituting
sustainability reporting in
the corporate sector.
The 3G Awards recog-

nizes individuals and institutions who treat governance
and sustainability as a strategic priority. It has since
presented over 150 awards
to various individuals and
institutions in more than 25
countries since iy was founded in 2016.
Winners are determined
based on five pillars, namely
transparency, social responsibility, sustainability, impact,
and innovation, and are chosen from three major categories --government and politics, corporate sector, and social sector and philanthropy.

DBP inks MOA with CHAROEN Pokphand Foods Philippines Corp.
THE Development Bank
of the Philippines (DBP)
signed a memorandum
of agreement with THAIOWNED CHAROEN Pokphand Foods Philippines
Corp. (CPFPC) to participate in the Swine R3 credit
program, which will finance
bio-secured farm projects in
support of the government’s
hog repopulation initiative.
“This is a welcome development for us as we pur-

sue joint efforts to control
African Swine Fever (ASF)
and repopulate ASF-free
areas. With CPFPC’s technological expertise in modern bio-secured farms and
DBP’s support in providing
credit assistance to eligible
public and private institutions, we will be able to level
up our efforts in reviving the
industry,” Agriculture Secretary William D. Dar said.
According to the DBP,

the credit program can be
availed of by registered private enterprises and local
government units (LGUs)
which must use the loans to
establish bio-secured swine
farms and acquire related
machinery and equipment.
Eligible projects under
the program include swine
breeder farms, swine weanto-finish farms, and consolidated swine facility projects.

DBP President and Chief
Executive Officer Emmanuel G. Herbosa said that
through this partnership,
the National Government
will be able to elevate and
expedite its swine repopulation and rehabilitation initiatives that will eventually
allow the country to recover
to its pre-ASF status.
Sakol Cheewakoset, CPFPC vice-chairman, said the
partnership allows the com-

pany to share its knowledge
in helping the country recover from ASF.
“Our
state-of-the-art
bio-secured farms enable
us to be resilient from ASF,
thus making our business
a success. Moving forward,
this will also open export
opportunities for the Philippines. We assure and commit to you our continuous
support in investing in the
Philippines,” he said.
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Oil prices to increase
anew next week

OIL companies have
hinted that pump prices will
go up again next week.
Based on initial computation, oil firms said the price
of gasoline could increase by
P0.60 to P0.70 per liter; diesel prices by P0.35 to P0.45
per liter; and kerosene by
P0.25 to P0.35 per liter.
Beyond the price adjustment surmised from the
weekly trading outcome in
the regional market as indexed on the Mean of Platts
Singapore (MOPS), oil firms
are still recovering a portion
of the cost hikes in the biofuel blend of diesel and gasoline products.
The quarterly gasoline
pricing adjustment had been
calculated at P0.80 per liter;
but the first two rounds had
already been passed on by the
oil firms in recent price increases; hence, the last batch
may still be reflected in pump

price adjustments next week.
Normally, oil firms effect
their weekly price increase
every Tuesday, which is already the routine that the deregulated downstream oil industry had embraced when it
comes to price swings at the
pumps.

In the fluctuating cost
movement for fuel products
since the start of the year, a
monitoring report of the Department of Energy (DOE)
showed that there was still a
net increase of P8.50 per liter
for gasoline products; P7.20
per liter for diesel and P5.85

per liter for kerosene.
According to experts,
there was an overall rally in
oil prices in the world market
last week because of robust
US economic data and expectations of demand rebound
due to the return to ‘normalcy’ by some countries that

have already gained traction
on their Covid-19 inoculation
programs.
In fact, international
benchmark Brent crude started flirting again within the
US$70 per barrel level last
week on initial concerns over
supply; and that was a price
scale that first manifested in
early March this year.
Market watchers are
also continuously keeping
track of the potential market impact of the lifting of
sanctions against Iran once
a new nuclear agreement
with the United States will
be sealed.
With the expected uptick on oil demand following
wider economic reopening
of some countries as well as
the resumption of travel season in the US and European
countries, oil prices may continue to ascend in the coming
weeks and months.

Workers can claim COVID-related benefits from SSS
WORKERS who contracted COVID-19 could
avail of the benefits from the
Social Security System (SSS)
and the Government Service
Insurance System (GSIS).
The Department of Labor
and Employment (DOLE)
earlier said COVID-19 is now
a compensable illness under
the Employee Compensation
Program if acquired in the

workplace or in tasks related
to a worker’s job.
Employees’
Compensation Commission (ECC)
Executive Director Stella
Zipagan-Banawis said the
workers can claim sickness
benefits if they are unable to
report for work for several
days, and they are entitled
to a daily allowance of maximum P450 per day.

Medical reimbursements
are also available for out-ofpocket expenses related to
hospitalization, she said.
For those who died of
the disease, beneficiaries can
claim death pension or survivorship pension as well as
funeral benefits, she added.
To claim benefits from
the SSS, members should
submit the following:

• Certificate of employment
• Certificate of RT-PCR
result from DOH accredited
testing facility
• Medical records if hospitalized
Claims are also “expedited” ---meaning, should be
processed within 20 working
days, Banawis said.
As for the work-from-

home set-up, injuries incurred at home, which are
now considered the workplace, are also now compensable. Bawais clarified that
only work-related injuries
are entitled to compensation.
Many companies have
implemented alternate work
arrangements after the first
COVID-19
lockdown
in
March 2020.

IATF simplifies list of A4 for COVID-19 vax Accredited staycation hotels
THE inter-agency task- employees in the govern- Galvez, Jr. had said earlinow on full capacity,
force (IATF) handling the ment; and, informal sector er the cointry may receive
coronavirus response has workers “who may be re- about 4.5 million more doses
skip COVID tests
adopted a resolution simpli- quired to work outside their of the vaccine made by Sinofying the list of workers who
will be prioritized in the government’s coronavirus vaccination program.
Presidential spokesman
Harry L. Roque, Jr., made the
announcement as the country begins the inoculation of
those in the fourth priority
group, or A4, next month.
Roque said the taskforce
divided the fourth priority
group into three subgroups:
private workers required to
physically report to work;

residences and those working in private households.”
Rabindra Abeyasinghe,
the World Health Organization Representative to the
Philippines, earlier said the
country will take delivery
next month of as many as
two million doses of the vaccine from Pfizer, Inc.
About two million doses
of the vaccine developed by
AstraZeneca, Plc will also arrive in June, he said.
Vaccine czar Carlito G.

vac Biotech, Ltd. next month.
Roque said the inoculation of A4 workers will begin
in Metro Manila, Bulacan,
Pampanga, Cavite, Laguna,
Batangas, Rizal, Metro Cebu,
and Metro Davao.
He said the local governments “shall be required” to
exert efforts to continuously
prioritize health front liners,
the elderly, and people with
comorbidities by establishing special lanes or vaccination centers for them.

THE Inter-agency Task
Force (IATF) has allowed Department of Tourism-(DOT)
accredited hotels to accept
guests at their full venue capacity and forego COVID-19
tests.
“These staycation hotels
with certificates of authority
to operate may accommodate guests for staycation
up to 100% venue capacity
and may also forego with the
COVID-19 testing of guests,”
IATF
and
Malacañang

spokesman Harry Roque
said.
“DOT-accredited accommodation establishments in
areas under General Community Quarantine (GCQ),
on the other hand, may accommodate guests for leisure
purposes for up to 30% of
their venue capacity subject
to DOT guidelines and other
conditions,” he added.
Those aged below 15 and
above 65 are prohibited from
staycations, the DOT said.
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Cebu City reopens
traditional PUJ routes

THE Cebu city government will implement “to the
full extent” the minimum
health standards against
coronavirus disease 2019
(Covid-19) in traditional
public utility jeepneys (PUJ)
as it reopens of all the routes.
Mayor Edgardo Labella
released an Executive Order (EO) 131 on Thursday,
May 27, allowing all jeepney
routes in the city to resume,
including those allowed to
carry passengers to and from
the neighboring cities.
“While we allow the resumption of PUJ operations,
akong giawhag ang atong (I
urge our) jeepney operators
to continue following our
health protocols to manage
our Covid-19 situation. Our
Cebu City Transportation Office (CCTO) has been tasked
to monitor and manage the
return of jeepneys on our
main thoroughfares,” Labella
said.

EO 131 amended an earlier issuance that established
the Balik Pasada Program
and formed in October last
year the Cebu City Jeepney
Task Force, a body tasked to
study the gradual resumption of jeepney operations
here.

The mayor said the new
policy is in line with the
growing demand for public transportation not only
from the city residents but
also from workers from
neighboring localities amid
the gradual reopening of the
economy.

Labella, in the new EO,
authorized the task force to
approve applications and
permit to resume the operation of traditional PUJ operators.
This is in coordination
with the Cebu City Transportation Office (CCTO).

To ensure jeepney passengers’ compliance with
health and safety standards,
the drivers will undergo
mandatory orientation and
training, after which they
would be issued identification cards.
Labella also ordered the
task force to ensure fleet
management of all approved
jeepneys.
“The Cebu City Jeepney
Task Force, Cebu City Transportation Office, and its duly
deputized agents are hereby directed to implement to
the full extent the minimum
health standards in TPUJs.
In consequence thereto, they
shall confiscate the Balik
Pasada TPUJ Driver’s ID and
Balik Pasada Permit,” Labella said.
However, the EO states
that only the Cebu City
Jeepney Task Force can revoke the Balik Pasada Permits.

DOH 7 urges front-liners in CV to get vaccinated
THE Department of
Health (DOH) in Region 7
or Central Visayas on Thursday, May 27 urged medical
front-liners under the A1
priority list to get inoculated now as other sectors are
awaiting their turn to get the
jabs.
Dr. Mary Jean Loreche,
DOH-7 chief pathologist and
Covid-19 spokesperson, said
as of the May 26 data, there

remains more than 31,000
or 24 percent out the 131,781
eligible healthcare workers
(HCWs) in the region who
are yet to get their first dose
and 43 percent for the second dose.
“It is our call to our medical front-liners who are on
the master list, the 31,810
remaining eligible priority
A1 to be vaccinated for first
dose, and the 42,983 remain-

ing priority A1 to be vaccinated for second dose as of May
26, please get vaccinated to
complete our A1 list,” she
said in a press briefing.
The DOH-7 official said
many residents in the region
who are already on the master list have been inquiring
regarding their turn to be
vaccinated.
The agency has also corrected its earlier strategy of

finishing inoculation for the
medical front-liners (A1) and
senior citizens (A2).
There’s a need to start
vaccinating the A3 sector
comprising persons with
comorbidities, who are not
HCWs and elderlies and are
ready to get their jabs, she
said.
Region 7 has a total of
594,444 eligible elderlies
who are on the master list for

the A2 priority. Of this number, only 52,463 or 9.5 percent have received the first
and second doses as of May
26 data.
The A3 priority group
in the region has a total of
120,566 eligible members
and 18.8 percent of them
have already been administered with the first dose and
8.9 percent with the second
dose.

Go gives health kits to Cebu City market vendors
SENATOR Christopher
Lawrence “Bong” Go gave
out face masks, shields and
vitamins to at least 317 market vendors through personnel from his office at the
Cebu Coliseum last Wednesday, May 26.
There were also beneficiaries who received bicycles
and new pairs of shoes from
the senator, as well as new
computer tablets to the vendors’ children for their online classes.
In a video message, the

senator enjoined the beneficiaries to continue supporting the government despite
the crisis and assured them
that the poor and vulnerable
sectors will be prioritized in
the vaccine rollout according
to the recommended priority
order.
He urged the national government to expedite
the inoculation program to
quickly attain a certain level of communal protection
against Covid-19.
“I also call on our gov-

ernment to speed up the vaccination, especially in areas
where the number of cases is
increasing. Our target here is
herd immunity in the community by this year,” he said.
Go, chair of Senate
Committee on Health, also
informed the beneficiaries
about the six Malasakit Centers across Cebu province
that they can visit if they
need medical assistance.
The Malasakit Centers in
this capital city are located at
the Vicente Sotto Memorial

Medical Center (VSMMC)
and St. Anthony Mother and
Child Hospital.
“Unta makatabang kini
sa inyong siyudad, sa ako
ang mga kaigsuonan nga
mga Bisaya. Pareho man ta
mga Bisaya. Timan-i ninyo, pinalangga mo kaayo
namo ni Presidente Duterte. Sa mga market vendors,
agwanta sa mo, tinabangay
lang ta, atu gyud malampasan ang krisis, kahinanglan
lang disiplina, kooperasyon
ug magtinabangay lang ta,”

the senator said.
Ayaw mo og kumpiyansa
kay delikado pa ang panahon
(I hope this will help your
city, my fellow Visayans. We
are both Visayans. Remember, President Duterte and I
love you very much. To the
market vendors, bear with
us, let’s work together, we
can really overcome the crisis, we just need discipline,
cooperation and work together. Don’t be complacent
because the situation is still
dangerous),” he said.
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Cebu hotels are not full

IT IS not true that hotels
in Cebu are fully booked,
even
without
counting
mixed-used hotels.
Alfred Reyes, president
of the Hotel Resort and
Restaurant Association of
Cebu Incorporated (HRRAC), said that “when Secre-

tary Roque said capacity was
full, it could not be, since it
was at 30% capacity during
that time. No hotels were full
by that time,” said Reyes.
He explained that right
after Garcia came out with
an executive order directing
quarantine protocols for ar-

riving Returning Overseas
Filipino (ROFs), occupancy
for most quarantine hotels
went down to 30%. As of
now, occupancy is at 10%.
It can be recalled that
instead of being required
to undergo 10-day mandatory hotel quarantine and

Rama tells city to prepare
for Tropical Storm Dante
CEBU City Vice Mayor Rama has instructed the
emergency personnel of the
city to prepare for the effects
of Tropical Storm Dante.
Rama is the acting mayor
of the city in the absence of
Mayor Edgardo Labella, who
is on medical leave after having been discharged from the
hospital.
Cebu City has been
placed under Storm Signal
Number 1 along with the
rest of central and northern
Cebu. The Tropical Storm is
maintaining its strength on
its track to Eastern Samar.
The city’s emergency services already know the protocol for storms, including
the preparation of standby
equipment in mountain barangays and the ready-todeploy emergency services,
Rama said.
The vice mayor said that
aside from the emergency
services, the Department of
Social Welfare and Services
(DSWS) should also prepare
to assist victims, if any.
“They should be pre-

pared and not only respond
when something happens already. They should be proactive,” Rama said.
He also reminded the
residents to remain vigilant
and prepare for the storm by
assessing their surroundings
and be ready to evacuate, if
necessary, especially those
living in flood-prone and

landslide-prone areas in the
city
“It’s better to be overly
prepared than to be underprepared,” said the vice mayor.
He also instructed barangays to monitor their
jurisdiction with danger imminent with the incoming
storm.

only getting swabbed on
the seventh day, ROFs arriving in Cebu get swabbed
upon arrival, and only stay
in a quarantine hotel for 2-3
days if the test returns negative.
“We have a total of 2,400
rooms per day allotted as

quarantine rooms, and then
only 300 passengers arrive
and have their quarantine
for 2-3 days,” Reyes shared.
“If 300 passengers arrived and they were required to stay for 2-3 days
only, these hotels can never
really be full,” he added.

Labella on 3 days leave
CEBU City Mayor Edgardo Labella said he was
admitted to the hospital
during the weekend due
to fever and pneumonia.
However,
Labella
said he is due for discharge but his doctor
advised him take a rest
for a few days to give his
body ample time to fully
recover.
“I am heeding the

medical advice and will
be on leave for three
days,’ the mayor said.
He added that come
Thursday, he will be back
to Cebu City Hall to work
and serve the Cebu City
populace.
“While I am on leave,
Vice Mayor Mike will be
taking over executive
functions at Cebu City
Hall,” Labella added.

MAYOR EDGARDO LABELLA

FILE FOTO
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Benliw SRIP to boost
Bohol rice sufficiency
THE
Benliw
Small
Reservoir Irrigation Project (SRIP) in Ubay, Bohol
opened during the turn-over
of operations on Thursday,
May 27.
National Irrigation Administration’s (NIA) senior
deputy Administrator and
retired army Brigader General Abraham Bagasin graced
the turn-over ceremony.
The Benliw SRIP covers
an irrigation service area of
over 400 hectares, and even
upgradable to a few hundreds more.
It is the first of Bohol’s
newest assets to help boost
local rice productivity, and
Ubay’s second irrigation facility intended to increase
rice harvests of about 600
farmers.
Trapping the run-off
from Pasanan Creek, the
Benliw Small Reservoir Irrigation Project covers an irrigation service area of over
400 hectares, and even upgradable to a few hundreds
more, according to.
Rormer NIA Project
Manager Engr. Modesto
Membreve, who retired when

TURNOVER.
CONG. ERICO
ARISTOTLE AUMENTADO (IN
CHECKERED SHIRT), TOGETHER WITH NIA OFFICIALS SHARE
THE LIMELIGHT DURING THE
INAUGURATION AND TURNOVER OF THE P645-M BENLIW
SRIP ON MAY 27. RAHC/PIA-7/
BOHOL

Fake PCRs intercepted in Bohol
AT LEAST 23 local government units (LGUs) in
Bohol reported to having
intercepted individuals who
allegedly submitted false real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests as they
attempted to enter Bohol.
Provincial Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management
Officer (PDRRMO) Anthony Damalerio said the focal
persons in different LGUs
were instructed to verify with
accredited RT-PCR laboratories for the authenticity of
the test results submitted or
carried by persons who wish
to enter Bohol.
It was discovered that
some persons submitted fake
test results that have tampered with information such
as the date of the test and/or
the name of the person who
was subjected to the test,

among others.
Damalerio added that
focal persons from the different LGUs have a system
to check whether a test result
has been tampered with or
not.
The focal persons who
intercepted the fake RT-PCR
tests were from the LGUs
of Batuan, Dauis, Talibon,
Cortes, Panglao, Buenavis-

ta, Tagbilaran City, Sikatuna, Carlos P. Garcia, Duero,
Pilar, Sagbayan, Dagohoy,
Balilihan, Jagna, Bilar, Bien
Unido, Candijay, Valencia,
Getafe, Inabanga, Ubay and
Tubigon,
Damalerio revealed.
To recall, Bohol Governor Arthur Yap issued Executive Order 17-A in March
202, directing.all persons,
except overseas Filipino
workers (OFWs) and returning overseas Filipinos
(ROFs), who wish to enter
Bohol to present a negative
RT-PCR test result taken 72
hours prior to arrival in Bohol.
On the other hand, EO
No. 24 series of 2021 issued
in April 2021, orders that an
OFW or ROF entering Bohol
needs to undergo a 14-day
quarantine.

the project was 90 percent
completed, personally saw to
it that the project would be
completed along with more
upcoming operationalization
of four other similar facilities
in Bohol.
Membreve revealed that
the facility is a brainchild
of then Congressman Erico
Aumentado and former NIA
Bohol manager Engr Calixto
Seroje.
The late Aumentado, who
could not see the realization
of his brainchild frastructure,
has his son now and namesake to ensure that the project can be used according to
its intended purpose.
The younger Aumentado
said President Rodrigo Duterte has poured solid investments in Bohol, and not just
for the 600 farmers in Benliw catchment.
NIA Regional Manager Engr. Wilson Lopez, said
aside from irrigation which
is the primary purpose of the
multi-million facility, Benliw
SRIP is also eyed for aquaculture and soil stabilization
of the region which features
rolling hills and vast valleys.

Bohol honors
its centenarians

THE province of Bohol,
through Sangguniang Panlalawigan (SP) resolution,
gave honors to six Boholano centenarians, in recognition of their life achievement for reaching the age
of 100 years old.
The qualified centenarians are Teologo B. Curiba
from Mahagbu, Trinidad;
Aurelia Daleon from Anoyon, Valencia; Feliciana Paas
from Cansumbol, Bilar; Veronica S. Quim from Taug,
Lila; Toribia Saludes from
Sacaon, Garcia Hernandez;
and Julian Selma Sr. from
Sagbayan Sur, Sagbayan.
They are included in
the first batch that will receive a cash incentive of

P100,000 coming from the
Provincial Government of
Bohol (PGBh).
A provincial ordinance
provides the cash incentives to centenarians and
the eligible centenarians
are chosen by a committee
created by the provincial
ordinance.
The cash incentive from
the PGBh is on top of the
cash incentive provided to
centenarians under Republic Act 10868 or the Centenarians Act of 2016. The
centenarians, under the
said law, will get P100,000
from the National Government through the Department of Social Welfare and
Development (DSWD).
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Vietnam detects new
UK-Indian variant

VIETNAM has detected
a Covid variant that appears
to be a combination of the
Indian and UK variants and
can spread quickly by air.
Vietnam’s Health Minister Nguyen Thanh Long
described the latest mutation on Saturday as “very
dangerous”.
Since Covid-19 was first
identified in January 2020,
thousands of mutations
have been detected.
“Vietnam has uncovered a new Covid-19 variant
combining characteristics
of the two existing variants
first found in India and the
UK,” Nguyen said.
The health official said
the new hybrid variant was
more transmissible than
previously known versions,
especially in the air. He said
it was discovered after running tests on newly-detected patients, online newspaper Vn Express reported.

He added that the genetic code of the virus
would be made available
soon.
The variant of Covid-19
first identified in India last

October called B.1.617.2 is more transmissible than
the UK/Kent variant also
known as B.1.1.7,-according to experts.
Research suggests that

vaccines, such as the Pfizer
and AstraZeneca jabs, are
highly effective against the
Indian variant after two doses, but protection from one
dose appears to be reduced.

There is no evidence
that any mutations of the
coronavirus cause much
more serious illness for the
vast majority of people.
As with the original
version, the risk remains
highest for people who are
elderly or have significant
underlying health conditions.
But a virus being more
infectious and equally dangerous will in itself lead to
more deaths in an unvaccinated population.
Vietnam has seen a
spike in Covid-19 cases in
recent weeks. The country
has registered more than
6,700 coronavirus cases
since the start of the pandemic. Of those, more than
half have been recorded
since late April this year.
It has also recorded 47
Covid-related deaths, according to Johns Hopkins
University data.

Biden sets out $6 trillion spending plan
US PRESIDENT Joe
Biden has released his first
annual budget of a $6 trillion
spending plan that would include huge new social programs and investment in the
fight against climate change.
Under the plan, debt
would reach 117% of GDP
by 2031, surpassing levels
during World War Two.
That would be in spite
of at least $3 trillion in proposed tax increases on corporations, capital gains and
the top income tax bracket, as
well as steep tax increases for

wealthier Americans.
The Biden budget
includes a $1.5 trillion
request for operating
expenditures for the
Pentagon and other
government
departments. It also incorporates two plans he has
previously publicized:
his $2.3 trillion jobs
plan and a $1.8 trillion
families plan.
Biden, a Democrat,
said his budget “invests
directly in the American people and will

US PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN

strengthen our nation’s
economy and improve
our long-run fiscal
health”.
The White House
says the proposal will
help grow the economy from the bottom up
and
This budget promises:
More than $800 billion for the fight against
climate change, including investments in
clean energy.
$200 billion to pro-

vide free pre-school places for
all three and four-year-olds.
$109 billion for two years
of free community college for
all Americans.
$225 billion for a national
paid family and medical leave
program - bringing the US in
line with comparable wealthy
nations.
$115 billion for roads and
bridges and $160 billion for
public transit and railways.
$100 billion to improve
access to broadband internet
for every American household.

Irish government further eases restrictions
IRISH Prime Minister Micheál Martin has announced several measures to
allow for a further phased reopening of the country over
the summer.
Hotels in the Republic
of Ireland can reopen from
June 2, followed by outdoor
service at restaurants and
pubs from June 7.

Cinemas and gyms will
also reopen on June 7.
Martin also announced
that indoor pub and restaurant service could resume on
July 5.
International travel will
resume on July 19 through
the EU Digital Covid Certificate.
The cabinet has also ap-

proved plans to allow spectators to attend a number of
sports events and music gigs
in June and July, on a trial
basis.
Restaurants, pubs, hairdressers and other close-contact services have been closed
in the Republic of Ireland
since Christmas Eve.
On July 5 bars and

restaurants will be able to
serve customers indoors
again.
From August 5 there will
be further increase in the
number of people allowed to
attend both indoor and outdoor events, including 100
guests at weddings.
“This is an important
time for us all. After the trau-

ma of the last 15 months,
we are finally taking definite
steps toward enjoying normal times with friends and
loved ones again,” he said.
“We are almost back to a
point where we can enjoy the
ordinary and extraordinary
moments in our lives, the excitement and relief is palpable.”

